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More on Those Ineffective Network Promos 
By Steve Sternberg 

 

In the era of Peak TV, with more viewing choices available than ever before, it takes viewers longer 
to even become aware of a new series, much less start watching it.  This makes effective on-air 
promotion (still the best way to create such awareness) more important than ever. 

 
The broadcast networks’ lack of effective new series promotion is stunning. 
 
Regular readers of The Sternberg Report know how I feel about this, and it warrants being repeated 

over and over again, until the broadcast networks listen – and act accordingly.  They should be allies, 
trying to help one another develop hits, and fighting their real competitors – everyone else.  The ad 
industry, whose fortunes rely in large part to strong ad-supported media, should be 
encouraging this at every turn.  When a network comes up with a new successful show, such as 
This is Us, Empire, Good Doctor, or Young Sheldon, it benefits all of them, and reminds the 

industry that despite headlines (and reality) about audience declines, the broadcast networks are still 
the strongest platform for original scripted video content.   

 
The idea that the broadcast networks will gladly accept advertising from Netflix and Amazon Prime 

Video but not from one another remains one of the most ludicrous aspect of this business and is akin 
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to promotional malpractice.  In what other industry does a brand manager purposefully avoid 
marketing a product to its largest potential and highly motivated consumer base?  Only the 

broadcast networks! 
 

 
To get a snapshot of how much promotion the broadcast networks are wasting, I looked at a 
week of primetime programming on ABC, CBS, NBC, and FOX (Monday-Friday August 12-16). 

 

• As usual, each broadcast network aired a combination of mostly repeats, reality, and game 

shows, and also as usual, each network aired programming that largely appeals to different 
viewers than it reaches in the fall (when it airs mostly original scripted series).  My wife and I, 
for example, watch a fair amount of CBS and NBC once the new season starts, but little of 

those networks during the summer months. 
 

• ABC has been heavily promoting its new action drama, Stumptown (30 promos in 5 nights), 

starring the always good Cobie Smulders.  If it doesn’t get a strong initial audience, there’s no 
other reason than it aired four or five promos in single episodes of shows like Match Game 

and Holey Moley.  What a waste of promotional weight!  There are numerous series on CBS 
and NBC that appeal to the exact audience ABC is trying to reach here.  The same is true for 
ABC’s excellent new mystery drama, Emergence (20 promos).  The network’s new comedy, 

Mixed-ish, received 13 promos, while Kids Say The Darndest Things got just 3.  A few 
returning series also had some promos – The Conners (8), A Million Little Things (5), The 

Good Doctor (2), and Bless This Mess (2).  All aired in mostly incompatible ABC shows. 
 

And while the network stubbornly refuses to accept ads from its broadcast network 
brethren, it accepted 10 ads that mentioned either Amazon Prime Video or Netflix, and 
4 promos for Amazon Prime Video’s new series, Carnival Row. 
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• CBS also promoted its new fall series – All Rise (15 promos), The Unicorn (14), Evil (13), 

Bob     Abishola (13), and Carol’s Second Act (9).  All would get more viewer sampling if 

they were allowed to also be promoted on other broadcast network shows that appeal to a 
similar audience.   

 
The network had a few promos for some of its summer series, most notably Big Brother (18) 
and the just-canceled Instinct (4), which might not have been canceled had it been promoted 

to more potential viewers on other networks.  CBS also had one promo for Amazon Prime 
Video’s Carnival Row.  

 

• NBC’S most promoted new fall series was legal drama, Bluff City Law (17 promos), which 

may not succeed simply because it is being promoted mostly on incompatible programming.  
Fewer promos were allocated to comedies, Perfect Harmony (13) and Sunnyside (7).  

Returning series received less promotional weight, with 2 apiece for This is Us, Superstore, 
and New Amsterdam.  Summer game shows were promoted as well – Songland (10), Bring 

the Funny (8), America’s Got Talent (5), and American Ninja Warrior (4). 
 

NBC had 9 ads that mentioned Netflix, Hulu or Amazon Prime Video.  It also had a promo 

for Netflix’s Comedians in Cars Getting Coffee and Amazon Prime Video’s Carnival Row. 
 

• FOX gave the most promotion to its promising new serial killer/FBI drama, Prodigal Son (10 

promos).  Imagine if it could be promoted on Criminal Minds, FBI, or Law & Order: SVU, 

instead of just FOX’s incompatible programming, such as Master Chef and Spin the Wheel?  
I have no doubt it would double its viewer sampling.  FOX should also promote the show non-
stop on ION, which airs marathons of Criminal Minds, Chicago, PD, and Law & Order: SVU, 
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all series with compatible audiences to Prodigal Son airing on a network that currently has 
relatively few FOX viewers.  The network also promoted its new comedy, Almost Family (7) 

and animated series, Bless the Harts (2), as well as returning series, The Masked Singer 
(7), 911 (7), The Resident (5), and Empire (1).  It also had 5 promos for BH90210, which 
might be performing better if it was promoted on other broadcast networks. 

 
FOX had 4 ads that mentioned Amazon Prime Video or Netflix, and one ad each for 

Amazon Prime Video’s Carnival Row and Netflix’s Comedian’s in Cars Getting Coffee. 
 

The broadcast networks need to understand that while they continue to be network-oriented, 
viewers have long-since become program-oriented.  The only reason a show like Criminal Minds 
skews older, is because it airs on CBS, which can only promote it on its other older-skewing 

programming.  The Criminal Minds audience on Netflix is significantly younger than on CBS or ION. 
 

One reason the broadcast networks stubbornly refuse to promote one another’s series is because the 

overall network standings still matter more to them than the actual size of their audience.  This might 
have had some validity 20 years ago when two or three rating points separated first and third place.  

Today, the difference is only tenths of a rating point.  Basically irrelevant. 
 

Having run the Ad Sales Research operation at a cable network, I can attest that the difference 

between being a top-10 network and ranking 11th (with identical ratings) is the difference between joy 
and despair.  This, despite the fact that maybe three-tenths of a rating point separate 3rd place from 

30th place. 
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The overriding reason why the broadcast networks refuse to do the one thing that is almost 
guaranteed to improve their viewership seems to be as one network executive put it to me a few years 

ago, “it’s better to hurt the other networks than to help any of them do better than us.”   
 
I’ve been making this point for several years, and it’s worth repeating.  If you ask any top broadcast 

network executive whether they would rather lose 10% of their audience but move from second or 
third into first place, or gain 10% and fall to third place, they would all take lower ratings and first place.  

Among ad-supported cable networks, they would rather lose viewers and move into the top 10, than 
gain viewers and fall out of the top 10.  

 

I will never understand why any broadcast network would refuse to advertise on the largest available 
platforms to the largest groups of its target audience.  Not caring whether your ratings decline as long 

as the other broadcast networks decline more is short-term thinking that will lead (is already leading?) 
to long-term disaster. 

 

There’s no law that says broadcast ratings have to decline every year.  But as long as they provide 
the highest rated platforms to their competitors but not to one another, and as long as they 
place more value on rankings than actual viewers, and as long as advertisers see nothing 
wrong with paying more each season for a shrinking product, I don’t expect much to change 
anytime soon.   


